
King’s Cross Development Forum 

Planning reference number 2010/3152/P  

“Reserved matters for a new public realm at Station Square and enabling works relating to 

revised details for the Boulevard in compliance with conditions 3, 9, 10, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 

25, 56, and 64-67 of Outline Permission reference 2004/2307/P, dated 22nd December 2006 

(for a comprehensive, phased, mixed-use development of former railway lands within the 

Kings Cross Opportunity Area). The application is accompanied by a proposed Deed of 

Variation to the Kings Cross S106 Agreement deleting the requirement to consult with TfL 

over any works affecting the proposed Cross River Tram.”  

Response by the Forum 

The KXDF remains as disappointed with the current no-tram scheme for the Boulevard as 

before, in that a fundamental principle of the KX railway lands development has been 

breached –i.e. creation of a part of London with its own distinct character. Throughout the 

consultation for the outline scheme the developer stressed their aim to create a unique place 

with a particular character. The ground plane would be crucial in setting a sense of place. 

This coherent character would be achieved through the consistent use of a limited palate of 

materials, the imaginative integration of the landscape elements (seats, stairs, bollards etc) 

and the establishment of ground rules on how buildings connect with the landscape. The 

concern of the KXDF is that there has been a departure from this vision, in regard to the 

following: 

 The current application, in contrast to the vision outlined above, shows a thoroughly 

traditional „rulebook‟ access and landscape system. It presents a traffic-dominated 

landscape. The „blacktop‟ carriageways competently adhere to DoT criteria, sleeping 

policemen, setting down zones and all. They are a slice of „urban‟ anywhere. It is not 

as though rules forbid the original aims. There are enough examples in the UK and 

abroad showing what is achievable. 

 Argent originally wanted to put access and landscaping in the Private Domain in order 

to produce „something special‟. In bringing it into the Public Domain, Camden is 

responsible for achieving this vision. This Application will not lead to this 

responsibility being met. 

 The KXDF is particularly struck by the inadequacy of “Station Square”. It is a bit of 

space left over between the gym, the entrance to St Pancras Station, the northern end 

of the GN hotel, the dustbin-lid of the new KX ticket hall and some office buildings 

on the other sides. On our reading, this is genuinely a leftover resulting from the very 

clear logic governing each of the bounding bits. We can‟t see what could be done 

about it now (given the outline PP). It always was going to be bad, given the Argent 

approach to the space between the stations. 



 Equally the KXDF remains concerned about the geometry of the Boulevard itself. It is 

still shown as having a kink at its NE corner, perhaps to deflect the eye towards the 

Granary, towards which the Boulevard should have been oriented in the first place. 

 


